Abstract. Let F be a totally real field, p f 3 a rational prime unramified in F , and p a place of F over p. Let r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ be a two-dimensional mod p Galois representation which is assumed to be modular of some weight and whose restriction to a decomposition subgroup at p is irreducible. We specify a set of weights, determined by the restriction of r to inertia at p, which contains all the modular weights for r. This proves part of a conjecture of Diamond, Buzzard, and Jarvis, which provides an analogue of Serre's epsilon conjecture for Hilbert modular forms mod p.
Introduction
Let F be a totally real field. To a Hilbert modular eigenform on F one can attach a mod p Galois representation r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ (see [Car2] and [Tay] ). For every embedding i : F ,! R, there is a corresponding complex conjugation c i A GalðF =F Þ, and we call r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ totally odd if det À rðc i Þ Á ¼ À1 for all i. There is a natural analogue of Serre's conjecture: Conjecture 1. Let r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ be a continuous, irreducible, totally odd representation. Then r is modular. Diamond, Buzzard, and Jarvis ([BDJ] ) have formulated an analogue of the strong Serre conjecture if p is unramified in F . This paper proves some cases of the ''epsilon conjecture'' in this context. We note that the author in [Sch2] has extended the conjecture to the case where p ramifies, and indicates there how to modify the argument of this paper to prove an analogous theorem in that case. We use the notion of modularity of Definition 1.2, which also views weights from a somewhat di¤erent perspective than the classical one of ½F : Q-tuples of integers.
Throughout this paper, we assume that p f 3 is unramified in F and fix a prime ideal p of F dividing p. For any place v of F , we write O v for the completion of O F at v and k v for
The author was supported by the NDSEG and NSF Graduate Research Fellowships. the residue field. Let the cardinality of k p be q ¼ p s . Let G p H GalðF =F Þ be a decomposition subgroup for p, and I p H G p the inertia subgroup. By [BL] , Proposition 1, any weight has the form s ¼ N v j p s v , for
where 2 e k t e p þ 1 and 0 e w t e p À 1, and the w t are not all p À 1.
Let B be a quaternion algebra over F . We shall always assume that B is split at exactly one real place of F and at all places over p. In other words, B n R F M 2 ðRÞ Â H ½F :QÀ1 and B n Q p F M 2 ðF n Q p Þ. Consider the reductive group G ¼ Res F =Q ðB Ã Þ over Q. If F 3 Q, then for an open compact subgroup U H GðA y Þ we can define a compact Riemann surface
This Riemann surface has a canonical model M U over F . As U varies, the Shimura curves M U =F form an inverse system of smooth complete algebraic curves. They are not in general geometrically connected. As in [BDJ] , we let Pic 0 ðM U Þ denote the identity component of the relative Picard scheme of M U =F , which parametrizes line bundles locally of degree zero. Then Pic 0 ðM U Þ is an abelian variety over F . Galois cover with group V =U ¼ GL 2 ðO F =pÞ. This gives an action of V =U on Pic 0 ðM U Þ.
Definition 1.2. We say that a Galois representation r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ is modular of weight s if there exists a quaternion algebra B over F , split at one real place and all places over p, such that r is a Jordan-Hö lder constituent of À Pic 0 ðM U Þ½ p n F p s Á GL 2 ðO F =pÞ for an open compact U H ðB nẐ ZÞ Ã H GðA y Þ of type ( * ).
Given a continuous, irreducible, totally odd r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ, let W ðrÞ be the set of modular weights. Diamond, Buzzard, and Jarvis construct sets W If r p : G p ! GLðV Þ is any continuous two-dimensional F p -representation, then the wild inertia I 0 p acts trivially on the semisimplification V ss of V ; see [Edi2] for a proof. The main theorem of this paper is essentially a proof of one direction of the conjecture of [BDJ] in this case. Our result is slightly weaker than the conjecture. To state it, we introduce a set of weights W p ðrÞ I W ? p ðrÞ, and the statement is: Theorem 1.3. Assume that p is unramified in F , and let r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ be such that rj G p is irreducible and r is modular for a weight of the form s p n N b3p s b
. Then s p A W p ðrÞ.
We define W p ðrÞ as follows. Let t 1 ; t 2 ; . . . ; t s be a labeling of the embeddings k p ,! F p such that t i ¼ t p iþ1 for all i A Z=sZ. Similarly let s 1 ; . . . ; s 2s be a labeling of the embeddings k 0 p ,! F p such that s j ¼ s p jþ1 for all j A Z=2sZ and such that the restriction of s j to k p is t pð jÞ , where p : Z=2sZ ! Z=sZ is the natural projection. Write c j for c s j and k j for k t pð jÞ . Thus fct t i ; ct t 0 i g ¼ fc i ; c iþs g. 
such that for each j A Z=2sZ one of the following two conditions holds:
(1) fm j ; m jþs g ¼ fk j À 1; 0g (note these are unordered sets).
(2) fm j ; m jþs g ¼ fk j À 2; 1g. Moreover, let a A f j; m þ jg be such that m a ¼ 1. If fm jþ1 ; m jþ1þs g ¼ fk jþ1 À 1; 0g (resp. fm jþ1 ; m jþ1þs g ¼ fk jþ1 À 2; 1g), then m aþ1 ¼ 0 (resp. m aþ1 ¼ 1). Furthermore, there is some l A Z=sZ such that k l 3 p þ 1, and one of the following must hold:
(b) ½k p : F p f 3 and k t A fp; p þ 1g for all j 3 t A Z=sZ, and k t ¼ p þ 1 for some t. [Edi1] , and our argument follows a similar method, albeit with more technical di‰culties. From now on we assume ½F : Q > 1, which allows us to use the results of [Car1] .
Clearly
As this work was completed, T. Gee proved many cases of the conjecture of [BDJ] by completely di¤erent methods [Gee2] . While his results apply more generally than ours, in the setting of this paper they are a subset of ours, as they apply only to weights with 3 e k t e p À 1 for all t. Moreover, our argument can be extended to prove an analogous statement when p is ramified in F ( [Sch2] , Theorem 3.4), whereas Gee's techniques are inapplicable in that situation as the necessary modularity lifting theorems are unavailable at present.
Fix a representation r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ satisfying the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, and fix a suitable quaternion algebra B as in Definition 1.2. For every finite place v of F fix a uniformizer p v A F v . We normalize the Artin reciprocity map so that uniformizers correspond to geometric Frobenius elements, and we write Frob v for arithmetic Frobenius.
Unless stated otherwise, K will be the maximal unramified extension of F p , and K 0 =K the totally ramified extension associated by class field theory to We compute the action of GalðK 0 =KÞ on cotðH H F p Þ, and Raynaud's theory of vector space schemes then gives us a collection of possible f; this is precisely the collection of f that are predicted by the conjecture of [BDJ] to be modular for some constituent of Ind GL 2 ðk p Þ G 0 ðpÞ y.
We then find the f that appear in this way for all choices of y such that s p is a constituent of Ind GL 2 ðk p Þ G 0 ðpÞ y; they are exactly the f in our definition of W p ðrÞ. Generically there are 2 s choices for y, but if some of the parameters k t of s p are p þ 1, there are fewer. This is the reason for condition (ii) above, which makes our result weaker than the one conjectured in [BDJ] .
It is a pleasure to thank Richard Taylor for his very patient advice, explanations, and encouragement, Fred Diamond for describing his conjectures to us and for several fruitful conversations, and Kevin Buzzard for his comments on an earlier version of this work. This paper comes from part of the author's thesis [Sch1] .
2. Shimura curves 2.1. Quaternionic Shimura curves. In this and the following three sections, we need not assume that p is unramified in F . We begin by defining some compact open subgroups of GðA y Þ; we work with the Shimura curves with these level structures. Consider the following subgroups of GL 2 ðO p Þ:
; n f 1:
We will denote by G 0 ðpÞ (resp. G 1 ðpÞ, G Choose an order O in the quaternion algebra B, and for every place v of F at which B splits, fix a ring isomorphism
Let T H G be the torus T ¼ Res F =Q G m , and let n : G ! T be the reduced norm map. Then ([Car1], 1.2) the set of connected components of M U ðCÞ is in bijection with the set TðQÞ þ nTðA y Þ=nðUÞ, and n induces the natural map M U ! p 0 ðM U Þ. Here TðQÞ þ denotes the totally positive elements of F Ã , i.e. the ones which are mapped to R f0 by each embedding F ,! R. 
Note that E n; H is locally isomorphic to the constant O p -module ðp Àn =O p Þ 2 , in the étale topology. If H is small enough that E n; H and E nþ1; H are both defined, then E n; H is the p n -torsion in E nþ1; H . Also, the E n; H are compatible with the maps M 0; H 0 ! M 0; H for sub-
If H is su‰ciently small, the Shimura curve M 0; H over F has a (unique) smooth and proper integral model Car1] , 6.1). Furthermore, the E n; H lift to finite flat group schemes E n; H of rank q 2n on M 0; H , which retain the properties of E n; H listed above. Observe that only finitely many of the E n; H are defined for any given H. Now let H be small enough that E 1; H is defined on M 0; H , and let S be any M 0; Hscheme. The pullback E 1; H j S ¼ E 1; H Â M 0; H S is a finite locally free group scheme of rank q 2 over S equipped with an O p -action. For P A E 1; H ðSÞ, let ½P be the image, viewed as a subscheme of E 1; H j S , and let I P be the ideal sheaf defining it. If J is a set of such sections, we write P P A J ½P for the subscheme of E 1; H j S defined by the product Q P A J I P of the ideal sheaves.
Definition 2.1. Let S be an M 0; H -scheme.
(1) A balanced U 1 ðpÞ-structure on S is a pair ðP; P 0 Þ, such that there exists an fppf short exact sequence of O p -modules on S:
with K and K 0 finite locally free group schemes of rank q, such that P A KðSÞ and P 0 A K 0 ðSÞ, and P (resp. P 0 ) generates K (resp. K 0 ). By this we mean that P
(2) If H is small enough that E n; H is defined, then a Drinfeld basis of level n on S is a homomorphism of O p -modules j :
Each of the following functors associates a set to an M 0; H -scheme S.
M M bal U 1 ðpÞ; H : S 7 ! fbalanced U 1 ðpÞ À structures on Sg; M M n; H : S 7 ! fDrinfeld bases of level n on Sg:
Carayol showed that the functorM M n; H is represented by a regular M 0; H -scheme M n; H which is finite and flat over M 0; H and such that M n; H Â M 0; H M 0; H ¼ M n; H ( [Car1], 7.4 Finally we describe the special fiber of this scheme. If S is a scheme over M 0; H n O p k p , then we have the absolute Frobenius morphism F : S ! S, which acts by x 7 ! x q on the underlying a‰ne rings. It induces the relative Frobenius F : S ! S ðqÞ , where S ðqÞ is the base change of S by F.
We will be concerned with the Frobenius map F : E 1; H j S ! E 1; H j ðqÞ S . We also have the Verschiebung map V : E 1; H j ðqÞ S ! E 1; H j S , which is defined as the Cartier dual of
For each geometric point x : Spec F p ! M 0; H n k p we get an O p -module as follows. Choose any lift y of x to a geometric point y : Spec F p ! M 0 n k p . Here M 0 is the projective limit of the M 0; H ; since the E n; H are compatible, it carries a p-divisible group E y . Now let E y j x be the pullback E y Â y F p ; this is independent of the choice of y. It is a divisible height 2 formal O p -module over F p . By Drinfeld's classification, E y j x is either S 1 Â F p =O p or S 2 , where S h is the unique formal O p -module of height h. In the first case, we say that x is ordinary, and in the second that x is supersingular. Carayol ([Car1] , 9.4.3) showed that there is a positive finite number of supersingular points. The following is essentially Theorem 2.18 of [Gee1] .
Proposition 2.2. The special fiber of M bal U 1 ðpÞ; H consists of two smooth curves defined over k p , which intersect transversally at the supersingular points. They are I , which parametrizes balanced U 1 ðpÞ-structures ðP; P 0 Þ where K ðqÞ ¼ ker V and E, which parametrizes structures with K ¼ ker F .
Hecke correspondences.
Recall that GðA y Þ acts on the projective system of M U 's by right multiplication. For every g A GðA y Þ we can define a Hecke correspondence ½UgU on M U by the following diagram:
Clearly these correspondences extend to the integral models M U . Now, let D be a set of left coset representatives of U=ðgUg À1 X UÞ. Then clearly the correspondence ½UgU sends a class xU A M U ðCÞ (here x A GðQÞnGðA y Þ Â ðCnRÞ) to the set fxdgU : d A Dg H M U ðCÞ. It is easy to see that this is independent of the choice of D. Now observe that:
We find that the correspondence ½UgU depends only on the double coset ½UgU , which justifies the notation.
In practice we will always assume that U ¼ U p Â H, where U p is one of the groups U n ðpÞ, U 0 ðpÞ, U 1 ðpÞ, or U bal 1 ðpÞ. Let v be a finite place of F at which B splits. For x A GL 2 ðF v Þ, we denote by x v the element of GðA y Þ which is trivial everywhere except at v, where it is x (recall that we have fixed an identification of ðB n F v Þ Ã with GL 2 ðF v Þ). Define the Hecke correspondences
Observe that the correspondence S v is in fact an operator, since the element of By decreasing the open compact U if necessary, we may assume that U is a product Q v U v , with U v A ðB n F v Þ Ã . Let S be a finite collection of places of F containing all infinite places, all places dividing p, all places where B ramifies, and all places v such that U v 3 GL 2 ðO v Þ. We define T U to be the commutative Z-subalgebra of End À Pic 0 ðM U Þ Á generated by T v ðUÞ and S v ðUÞ for all v B S, andT T U to be the subalgebra generated by T U and ha; biðUÞ for all a; b A k Ã p . Clearly T U andT T U are finite free over Z.
bal ÂH and T Kð0; HÞ , so we can view T as acting via correspondences on M bal U 1 ðpÞ; H and M 0; H , and similarly forT T.
2.
3. An Eichler-Shimura relation. Let U H GðA y Þ be one of the groups considered in section 2.2. Then the Hecke correspondences defined there commute with the GalðF =F Þ-action on M U , and these induce commuting actions of T and of GalðF =F Þ on Pic 0 ðM U Þ. In this section we prove an Eichler-Shimura relation.
First we briefly recall some facts about special fibers; see [Car1] Let j n : ðp Àn =O p Þ 2 ! E n; H be the universal Drinfeld basis of level n on M n F p , and A n be a line in the ðO p =p n Þ-module ðp Àn =O p Þ 2 , i.e. a rank 1 direct summand. Then let ðM n; H n F p Þ A n be the closed smooth subscheme cut out by the condition j n j A n ¼ 0; these are precisely the irreducible components of M n; H n F p . In particular, if A n is always the line generated by ð1; 0Þ A ðp Àn =O p Þ 2 , then the ðM n; H n F p Þ A n are clearly compatible, and the projective limit ðM n F p Þ A is stable under the subgroup of GðA y Þ Â W ðF ab p =F p Þ consisting of elements whose GL 2 ðF p Þ-component is an upper triangular matrix. Denote the valuation of F p by v.
Remark 2.3. Let A 0 n be the subspace of ðp Àn =O p Þ 2 generated by ð0; 1Þ. Then, by exactly the same argument as in [Car1] , 10.4 we can show that
Þ Á -th power of absolute Frobenius; in particular, it stabilizes points. Now let F denote absolute Frobenius on ðM n F p Þ A , which acts as x 7 ! x q on underlying a‰ne rings. By Carayol's congruence relation, the action of F on ðM n F p Þ A is the same as that of
Hence the same is true on cohomology 
The right action of GðA y Þ on the projective system of Shimura curves M U induces a left action on the injective system of H 1 ðM U n F p ; Q l Þ. By the diagram (3), we see that the operator ½UgU on cohomology is given by the following composition of morphisms, where tr is a trace map:
Lemma 2.4. On H 1 ðM 0; H n F p ; Q l Þ we have the following relation of correspondences:
Proof. To simplify notation, let U ¼ Kð0; HÞ throughout this proof. Let g A GðA y Þ be the element which is p p 0 0 1 at p and 1 elsewhere. For each a A k p , choose anã a A O p lifting it. Then:
Thus, on
Proposition 2.6. Let v be a place of F such that v B S (see section 2.2 for the definition of S) and v lies over a rational prime l 3 p which is unramified in F . Suppose also that B splits at all places of F above l; clearly, almost all v satisfy these conditions. Then, the element Frob
Proof. We apply the previous lemma and remark with v in the role of p and p in the role of l. We can do this as the only assumptions made about p in [Car1] were that p is unramified in F and that B splits at all places of F above p. Since v B S, we have 
Þ is the cohomology of a proper smooth curve, it has no torsion and so injects into H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; Q p Þ. Hence the above relation holds there as well. This group in turn surjects onto 
Recall that this latter scheme has two smooth components, which we denoted by I and E.
þ pÞ be the isomorphism induced by the Artin reciprocity map. Then we have the following analogue of [Gro] , Proposition 7.2: Proposition 2.7. Let s A GalðK 0 =KÞ. Then s acts on I and E by h jðsÞ À1 ; 1i and h1; jðsÞ À1 i, respectively.
Proof. Let j : ðp À1 =O p Þ 2 ! E 1 j T be a Drinfeld basis of level 1 on an M 0; H -scheme T. It induces a U 1 ðpÞ bal -structure as follows: P ¼ jð0; 1Þ, and P 0 is the image in E 1 j T =hPi of jð1; 0Þ. This morphism of moduli problems is represented by the map M 1; H ! M bal U 1 ðpÞ; H . In the notation of the previous section, ðM 1; H n F p Þ A 0 is the subscheme defined by the condition
1 , then in the corresponding U 1 ðpÞ bal -structure hPi is connected and so is ker F . Similarly, ðM 1; H n F p Þ A lands on the I component. Now by [Car1] , 10.3 and Remark 2.3 the actions of s on ðM n F p Þ A and ðM n F p Þ A 0 are identical, respectively, to those of
Hence s acts on I as h jðsÞ À1 ; 1i and on E as h1; jðsÞ À1 i. r
Remark 2.8. This proposition can also be proved by passing to Carayol's unitary Shimura varieties M 0 U , which have a modular description. There one can carry out a similar argument to [Gro] , Proposition 7.2. One uses the results of [Kas] Consider a compact open U H GðA y Þ, and let U I U 1 I U 2 I Á Á Á be a sequence of subgroups such that for each n, M U n ! M U is a finite étale Galois cover. Set G ¼ lim À GalðM U n =M U Þ. Let h : G ! GLðW Þ be a representation of G on an F p -vector space W , and suppose that h is defined over a finite field F H F p .
We define a lisse étale sheaf F h on M U as follows. Since h has finite image, it factors through GalðM U N =M U Þ for some N. The sections of F h over an étale cover Y ! M U will be the functions
f ðCgÞ ¼ hðgÞ À1 f ðCÞ:
In particular, if M V ! M U is a finite étale Galois cover and h is an F p -representation of GalðM V =M U Þ, then this construction produces a lisse étale sheaf F h on M U . 3.2. Hecke operators on cohomology. The Hecke correspondences on M U introducted in Section 2.2 induce Hecke operators on the spaces H 1 ðM U n F ; F s Þ. We will study them in this section. Set F ¼ F s . The induced operator ½UxU on cohomology is the composition of three maps:
The leftmost map is pullback by x, and the rightmost map is the trace. To give an explicit description of the map in the middle, we will construct the relevant map of sheaves
By adjointness of x Ã and x Ã , this corresponds to a map
choose normal subgroups W H U and W 0 H xUx À1 X U such that W and W 0 trivialize F. In other words, the action of s factors through GalðM W =M U Þ (resp. GalðM W 0 =M xUx À1 XU Þ). It is easy to see that we can suppose W 0 H xWx À1 . Then we read o¤ from the definition of the sheaf F that
Observe that the conjugation map x : M W 0 ! M x À1 W 0 x ! M W induces a map on the base changes:
Then the map in (5) is f 7 ! F f , where F f ðCÞ ¼ xf ðCxÞ.
Eisenstein ideals.
We generalize the notion of Eisenstein ideals to F as in [Jar1] . Let m H T be a maximal ideal. If there exists a representation GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ such that for almost all places v of F , the characteristic polynomial of the action of Frob v is x 2 À T v x þ NvS v , then we will denote it by r m .
Proposition 3.4. Let m H T be a maximal ideal such that H 1 ðM U n F ; F s Þ m 3 0 for some weight s. Suppose r m exists. Then r m is reducible if and only if m is Eisenstein.
Proof. In the case F ¼ Q, this is [DT] , Proposition 2, and the proof is essentially the same. See also the comments in [Jar1] , section 3. Let r m be reducible. Then its semisimplification has the form w l w À1 det r m for some character w of GalðF =F Þ, hence of GalðF =F Þ ab . Let c be the conductor of w. Then for almost all v 1 1 ðmod cÞ, we have T v 1 tr r 1 1 þ NvS v ðmod mÞ. Observe that the Artin reciprocity map identifies
with a finite quotient of GalðF =F Þ ab . Hence p 0 ðM U Þ is a quotient of ClðdÞ for some integral ideal d H O F ; see [Neu] , VI.1.8 for a proof of this fact. From the description of the action of the Hecke operators in section 3.2, it is clear that if v 1 1 ðmod dÞ and v does not divide p, then S v acts like the identity on
The argument in the converse direction is identical to that in [DT] . r Proposition 3.5. Let A ¼ H 0 ðM U n F ; F s Þ for a sheaf F s as above. Let m H T be a maximal ideal such that m contains p and A m 3 0. Then m is Eisenstein.
Proof. This is analogous to the proof of [DT] , Lemma 3. Consider A as a T½GalðF =F Þ-representation. It is clear from the construction of F s that the action of GalðF =F Þ on the semisimplification of A n F p factors through p 0 ðM U Þ F ðA . . . ; t s g be the set of embeddings k p ,! F p . Recall that we assume they are labeled so that t iÀ1 ¼ t p i for i A Z=sZ, and we will write w i and k i for w t i and k t i , respectively. Denote the set of all subsets of I by PðI Þ. If S A PðIÞ, let n S be the characteristic function of S ð pÞ :
& Lemma 3.7. Let y : G 0 ðpÞ ! F p be a character of the form
Then the irreducible constituents of the F p -representation Ind
y are the following, where S runs over PðI Þ:
Here we have defined
This is [Dia] , Proposition 1.1; the proof is a computation with Brauer characters. The unique irreducible submodule and quotient correspond to S ¼ I and S ¼ j, respectively; since we do not use this fact in the paper, we do not prove it, but explicit maps can be found in [Sch1] .
Remark 3.8. By twisting everything in Lemma 3.7 with characters
we obtain the constituents of Ind
y for all characters y : G 0 ðpÞ ! F p . Observe that every s p appears as a constituent of some y, and generically of 2 s y's.
Definition 3.9. We will call s p untwisted if it is a constituent of Ind
We will also call characters y of this form untwisted. Often we restrict to the case of untwisted s p , then use Corollary 3.21 to extend our results to the general case. 
Consider the following segment of the long exact cohomology sequence:
By the remark after Proposition 3.5 the rightmost term is trivial. Since everything here clearly respects the action of T, we can lift f to an element of H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F W i Þ m with the same eigenvalues. Now we consider the sequence From the description of the Hecke operators in section 3.2 we see that the operator ha; bi on cohomology is induced by a map of sheaves F F p ns p ! g Ã F F p ns p which sends a section f A F F p ns p ðY Þ to a section F f , where F f ðCÞ ¼ gf ðCgÞ. Theorem 3.16. Let f A H 1 ðM 0; H Â F ; F s Þ be a Hilbert modular class which is an eigenvector of the Hecke algebra T, and suppose the associated maximal ideal m H T is non-Eisenstein. Let a v A F p and b v A F p denote the eigenvalues of T v and S v , respectively, for places v where these operators exist. Then there is a representation r f : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ such that if v is a place of F such that H v ¼ GL 2 ðO v Þ (note that this criterion implies v F p and is satisfied by almost all v), then r f is unramified at v, and
Proof. We only sketch the proof. In section 3.4 we showed that f can be lifted to a Hilbert modular eigenclassf f A H 1 ðM bal U 1 ð pÞ; H Â F ; F p Þ with the same system of eigenvalues. Since the constant sheaf F p corresponds to (the restriction to Q
of ) the trivial onedimensional weight, our claim is analogous to the classical result that a modular form of weight k and level N can be lifted to a form of weight 2 and level Np; see, for instance, [Gro] Recall we have a fixed isomorphism Q p ! @ C. In Hida's notation, the constant sheaf Q p is the p-adic sheaf Lðn; v; CÞ for n ¼ v ¼ 0 (which corresponds to k ¼ 2t and w ¼ t, where t is the vector ð1; . . . ; 1Þ). By [Hid] , Theorem 6.2, we have
Here the two components on the right-hand side are spaces of functions f : GðQÞnGðAÞ ! C satisfying certain congruence properties, as defined in [Hid] , pp. 303-4. Now by the Jacquet-Langlands theorem, there is a classical Hilbert eigenform of parallel weight 2 with the same eigenvalues as our eigenform f A S 2t; t; J À U 1 ðpÞ bal Â H; C Á , and for these one constructs Galois representations with the required properties as in [Car2] and [Tay] . r 3.7. Modularity. We will now see that modularity in the sense of Definition 1.2 implies modularity in the intuitive sense that for a modular r there exists some mod p Hilbert modular eigenclass f such that r F r f .
First we define a ''diamond operator'' map as follows. 
Since this decomposition of V respects the GalðF =F Þ-module structure and r is irreducible, we find that r appears in V m for some maximal ideal m H T. In particular, V m 3 0. Also, there is a canonical isomorphism 
Indeed, we will show that By the Eichler-Shimura relation of Proposition 2.6, for almost all places v of F we have the following congruence on V and V m :
Let a; b A F p be the roots of the polynomial X 2 À T v X þ ðNvÞS v , where we consider the coe‰cients as elements of T=m H F p . Consider a Jordan-Hö lder decomposition of the ðT=mÞ½GalðF =F Þ-module V m . Let W be a constituent corresponding to r. Let l 1 ; l 2 ; . . . ; l dim W be the roots of the characteristic polynomial of Frob v on W . Clearly each l i is either a or b.
Letw w ¼ whÁi À1 , where w is the mod p cyclotomic character. Observe that w wðFrob v Þ ¼ ðNvÞS v ¼ ab for v satisfying (6). Hence, the roots of the characteristic polyno-mial of Frob v acting on the ðT=mÞ½GalðF =F Þ-module W 4 nw w are precisely l À1 i ab; note that this quantity is equal to b (resp. a) if l i ¼ a (resp. l i ¼ b). Finally we see that the characteristic polynomial of Frob v acting on
Hence r m exists, and by the Brauer-Nesbitt theorem:
Since r is irreducible, we have that r F W and dim W ¼ 2. Hence r F r m . In particular, r m is irreducible, so by Proposition 3.4, m is non-Eisenstein. Let 0 3 f A H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F s Þ m ; this space is non-zero since r is a constituent. Then by Theorem 3.16, r f exists and is isomorphic to r. r Remark 3.18. For f A H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F s Þ, observe that r f does not necessarily appear in the GalðF =F Þ-representation H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F s Þ. Indeed, from the characteristic polynomial of Frob v on H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F s Þ in Remark 2.5 we find that r f n w appears in H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F s Þ, where w is the cyclotomic character. Proof. It su‰ces to verify the relation for uniformizers p v at almost all finite places v of F ; note that the choice of p v corresponds via the reciprocity map to (the inverse of ) a choice of
We will show that twisting a weight by h simply twists the possible modular representations by a certain character. This will allow us to consider weights ''up to twist'' in section 5. 
O v Þ, and this in turn lifts to a character w 
0 is dense. Then w h extends to this larger group, and we view it via the reciprocity map as a character w h :
Let V ¼ Kð0; HÞ X ZðQÞ. Decreasing H p if necessary at the places dividing a, we may assume that nðV Þ H ker w h . Now
Thus w h A H 0 ðM 0; H n F ; F h Þ. Furthermore, the cup product f 7 ! f W w h provides a map
Proposition 3.20. If f is a Hecke eigenform corresponding to the Galois representation r, then f W w h is also a Hecke eigenform, and the corresponding Galois representation is r n w À1 h .
Proof. We study the action of T on w h . Suppose v B S and let g v A GðA y Þ be the element with T v ¼ ½Kð1; HÞg v Kð1; HÞ. As in (4), T v acts on H 1 ðM 0; H n F ; F snh Þ via the composition of three maps. The middle map, or rather the corresponding map of sheaves
The third map is the trace, and since we can find a set of coset representatives of g v Kð1; HÞg À1 v in Kð1; HÞ that lie in the kernel of the reduced norm n, we see that
Therefore, f W w h is a Hecke eigenform. If r 0 is the Galois representation corresponding to f W w h , then for all v B S,
Recall that for a Galois representation r, we denoted by W ðrÞ the set of modular weights.
4. Finite flat group schemes 4.1. Review of vector space schemes. In this section we collect, without proof, facts about vector space schemes from [Ray] and [Edi1] , section 5. Note that [Edi1] mostly treats the case e ¼ p À 1, but the same arguments work to give the results stated here.
Let F be a finite field with w ¼ p r elements, where p is prime and r f 1. An F-vector space scheme over a scheme S is a commutative group scheme G over S equipped with a homomorphism F ! End S ðGÞ.
Let D be a mixed characteristic strictly henselian discrete valuation ring with residue field k of characteristic p. Recall that strictly henselian means that k is separably closed. We will denote its field of fractions by K. Let v : D ! Z be the valuation and e ¼ vðpÞ. Suppose that the base scheme S is a D-scheme. 
Here a Ã is the endomorphism of O G corresponding to scalar multiplication by a on G. It is easy to see that I ¼ L w I w .
Definition 4.1. We will say, following [Ray] , that the F-vector space scheme G=S satisfies condition ð ** Þ if all w À 1 sheaves I w are invertible.
In the sequel we consider only schemes satisfying condition ð ** Þ. If S is an integral scheme with fraction field of characteristic 0 and G=S is finite and locally free of rank w, then by [Ray] Let G=K be any F-vector space scheme satisfying condition ð ** Þ. For all i let X i be a generator of I w i . Since any character w :
rÀ1 for 0 e a i e p À 1, it is easy to see that G is determined by r equations, one for each i A Z=rZ:
The map ðd 0 ; d 1 ; . . . ; d rÀ1 Þ 7 ! À vðd 0 Þ; vðd 1 Þ; . . . ; vðd rÀ1 Þ Á gives a bijection between isomorphism classes of such F-vector space schemes over K and the set Z r =L, where L ¼ Zðp; 0; . . . ; 0; À1Þ l ZðÀ1; p; 0; 0; . . . ; 0Þ l Á Á Á l Zð0; . . . ; 0; À1; pÞ:
Observe that the set fða 0 ; . . . ; a rÀ1 Þ A Z r : 0 e a i e p À 1; a i not all p À 1g therefore corresponds bijectively with the isomorphism classes of G=K.
Similarly, an F-vector space scheme G=D satisfying the condition ð ** Þ is given by equations of the form (7), where this time d i A D and 0 e vðd i Þ e e. The second condition is necessary to define the group structure on G, i.e. to ensure that the inversion map is defined over D. The map ðd 0 ; d 1 ; . . . ; d rÀ1 Þ 7 ! À vðd 0 Þ; vðd 1 Þ; . . . ; vðd rÀ1 Þ Á is a bijection between the set of isomorphism classes of G=D and the set fða 0 ; . . . ; a rÀ1 Þ A Z r : 0 e a i e eg:
If e f p À 1, this tells us that every F-vector space scheme G=K satisfying the condition ð ** Þ can be extended to D. However, if e > p À 1 such extensions are not unique. Now we specialize to our usual case of D ¼ W ðk p Þ and K ¼ F nr p . Then D is a complete discrete valuation ring with e ¼ 1 (since p was unramified in F ) and residue field F p . Let D 0 and K 0 be as defined in the introduction, let v 0 be their valuation, and observe that D 0 is a strictly henselian discrete valuation ring with e 0 ¼ p s À 1.
Let G=K be an F-vector space scheme given by equations X p i ¼ d i X iþ1 , and set a i ¼ vðd i Þ. We can assume that 0 e a i e p À 1. The pull-back
0 is described by the same equations, with the d i now considered as elements of ðK 0 Þ Ã . We have
Now we study two Galois actions. First consider the action of GalðK=KÞ on GðKÞ; it determines G as a finite group scheme by the equivalence of categories in [Wat] , §6.3-4. Define the character c i : m wÀ1 ðKÞ ! F Ã as the inverse of w i , for all i A Z=rZ. Upon eliminating the variables X 1 ; . . . ; X rÀ1 from the equations (7), we find that
Then GðKÞ can be identified with the solutions in K of the above equation. If a A F Ã , then multiplication by a on GðKÞ corresponds to multiplication by w 0 ðaÞ on these solutions. For x A GðKÞ, clearly GðKÞ ¼ fzx : z A m wÀ1 ðKÞg, so every element of GalðK=KÞ acts on GðKÞ by multiplication by some z A m wÀ1 ðKÞ, which corresponds as above to multiplication by some a A F Ã . Thus the action of GalðK=KÞ is given by a character GalðK=KÞ ! F Ã . Since the only element of F Ã of p-power order is the identity, the wild inertia acts trivially. As the tame ramification of K=K is identified with lim À m p n À1 ðKÞ, the action is in fact given by a character f : m wÀ1 ðKÞ ! F Ã . Furthermore,
Let s A GalðK 0 =KÞ; it induces automorphisms s both of Spec K 0 and of Spec D 0 . Denote by gðsÞ the automorphism id G Â s of G Â K K 0 by gðsÞ; it lifts to G D 0 . We can now restrict to the special fiber to get an action of GalðK 0 =KÞ on G F p ¼ G D 0 Â D 0 F p and hence on cotðF p Þ, the cotangent space to G F p at 0. This space has the presentation
One can define invariants b i for each i A Z=rZ such that gðsÞ acts on the generator dX 0 i , when it exists, by multiplication by (the image in the residue field F p of ) i s ðsÞ Àb i . Here if K n , with valuation v n , is the totally ramified extension of K of degree p n À 1, then i n : GalðK n =KÞ ! @ m p n À1 ðDÞ is defined as in [Ray] , §3.1 by requiring that for all s A GalðK n =KÞ and x A K n there exists u A K 0 with v 0 ðuÞ f 1 such that sðxÞ ¼ x À i n ðsÞ Á v n ðxÞ ð1 þ uÞ. This gives the isomorphism I t; p ! @ lim À n m p n À1 ðKÞ. The invariants a i and b i are related by the following fundamental equation, for all i A Z=rZ:
4.2. Torsion points on Pic 0 (M U 1 (p) bal , H ). We are finally ready to begin the proof of Theorem 1.3. Let r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ be modular of weight s and suppose that rj G p is irreducible. Suppose that s is untwisted. We will see that this assumption involves no essential loss of generality. It implies that there exists a map y :
such that s is a Jordan-Hö lder constituent of Ind
y. Suppose that y is non-trivial, i.e. that the k t are not all 2 and not all p þ 1. The case of y ¼ 1, which is easier, will be treated separately in section 5.4.
By Proposition 3.17 there exists a non-Eisenstein maximal ideal m H T and a Hilbert modular eigenform f A H 1 ðM 0; H Â F ; F s Þ m such that r F r f . Then by Proposition 3.14 there existsf f A H 1 ðM bal U 1 ðpÞ; H Â F ; F p Þ m with the same Hecke eigenvalues as f . By Lemma 3.15, thisf f is an eigenvector for the Hecke algebraT T defined in section 2.2 and determines a map l :T T ! F p , which sends each Hecke operator to the corresponding eigenvalue. In particular, for every a; b A k Ã p we have lðha; biÞ ¼ Q t:k p ,! F p tðbÞ 2Àk t . Clearly, the kernel of l is a maximal idealm m HT T containing m, and l induces an embedding of fieldsT T=m m H F p . Set F ¼T T=m m. Increasing F if necessary, we may assume that GL 2 ðFÞ contains the image of r.
T is a free Z-module of finite rank and F is a finite field. Also, we haveT T p ¼T T n Z Z p ¼T Tm m ÂT T 0 , whereT T 0 is the product of the localizations ofT T at all the other maximal ideals above p. Now let e; e 0 AT T p be idempotents such
Clearly h 2 ¼ h and h 0 ¼ 1 À h is also an idempotent with hh 0 ¼ 0. Since the y is non-trivial, we see that lðhÞ ¼ 0, so h Am m. But h is an idempotent, so in fact h Am m n for all n f 1, whence eh ¼ 0. Thus, eh 0 ¼ eð1 À hÞ ¼ e.
Recall from section 2 that M bal U 1 ðpÞ; H has semistable reduction over the field F 
where J I and J E are the Jacobians of I and E, respectively, and T is a torus consisting of divisors of degree 0 supported on the (finitely many) supersingular points.
where we have defined the p-divisible groups G and
Recall that a geometric point of M bal U 1 ðpÞ; H n F p has the form ðx; P; P 0 Þ, where x is the geometric point of M 0; H n F p lying below and ðP; P 0 Þ is a U 1 ðpÞ bal -structure at x. It is easy to see from [Car1] , 7.5 that the diamond operator ha; bi sends ðx; P; P 0 Þ to ðx; b À1 P; a À1 P 0 Þ. Indeed, the group GL 2 ðO p Þ acts on the right on Drinfeld bases of level 1 via its quotient GL 2 ðk p Þ as follows:
Á , for g A GL 2 ðk p Þ. In particular, ha; bi stabilizes the supersingular points.
.e. the maximal subscheme which is finite over D 0 ; see [SGA] , IX, 5.1. Since the diamond operators ha; bi, and hence h, act trivially on the torus T H J, it follows by [SGA] , IX 5.5.8 that they act trivially on the quotient
Taking p y -torsion of the exact sequence (12) yields the following exact sequence of p-divisible groups over F p :
All these maps are compatible with the action of h and h 0 . Thus we get an exact sequence
The only part of the exactness that is not obvious is that kerðpÞ H imðiÞ. If g A J 0 ½ p y is such that pðh 0 gÞ ¼ 0, then there is t A T½ p y such that iðtÞ ¼ h 0 g. But then iðh 0 tÞ ¼ h 0 iðtÞ ¼ ðh 0 Þ 2 g ¼ h 0 g, proving the required exactness. Since h acts trivially on T, we have h 0 T ¼ 0. Hence p is an isomorphism. From the description above of the action of the ha; bi, we see that they preserve the decomposition J I l J E , and hence so do h and h 0 . Thus we obtain an isomorphism
Since eh 0 ¼ e, we conclude that:
Lemma 4.2. With the notations as above, we have a decomposition
Here the last equality is a definition; note that G I and G E are not defined as special fibers of group schemes over D 0 .
4.3.
Relation between G and r. Consider the space F 2 endowed with a GalðF =F Þ-action given by r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðFÞ. This corresponds to a finite a‰ne (étale) group scheme W over F , such that W ðF Þ ¼ F 2 (see the construction in [Sha] , §3). Clearly W is an F-vector space scheme. 
Hence the representation r 0 : I t; p ! GL 2 ðF p Þ defined by r 0 ðsÞ ¼ rðFsF À1 Þ acts by the characters f q and ðf 0 Þ q . Therefore ff; f 0 g ¼ ff q ; ðf 0 Þ q g, and since q ¼ p s one of the following holds:
(1) The characters f and f 0 are of level s. In this case, the action of G p preserves the ''f-eigenspace'' of V , and so rj G p is reducible.
(2) The characters f and f 0 are of level 2s, with
Since we assumed that rj G p was irreducible, we must be in the second case. r Thus under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.3, f and f 0 are both of level 2s (and not of level s). Let F 0 be an extension of F containing F p 2s . Then we have a decomposition
The left-hand side is the F 0 -vector space scheme corresponding to the GalðK=KÞ-module ðFÞ 2 n F F 0 with the GalðK=KÞ-action given by rj
. We define W f and W f 0 analo-gously; GalðK=KÞ ¼ I p acts on them via the characters f and f 0 , respectively. Furthermore, let H f and H f 0 be the one-dimensional F p 2s -vector space schemes over K corresponding to the characters f and f 0 . Then,
where r ¼ ½F 0 : F, and there is an analogous decomposition of W f 0 . These clearly base change to direct sum decompositions over K 0 . From the above and Lemma 4.3 it follows that
Here the H f; j; k and H f 0 ; j; k are copies of H f and H f 0 , respectively. It follows from [Ray] , 1.2.2 that they satisfy the condition ð ** Þ as F p 2s -vector space schemes. Since the absolute ramification degree of D 0 is p s À 1 f p À 1, we know from Section 4.1 that all the vector space schemes in the above displayed formula extend to D 0 . If s > 1, these extensions are not unique.
Lemma 4.5. Let H 1 ; H 2 ; . . . ; H 2dr be any labeling of the set
Then G½m m n F F 0 , as an F p 2s -vector space scheme over D 0 , has a filtration:
such that for every 1 e i e 2dr, the quotientH H i ¼ V iÀ1 =V i is an F p 2s -vector space scheme over D 0 extending H i . Furthermore, the action of GalðK 0 =KÞ preserves this filtration.
Proof. The image of the generic fiber G½m
H i be the direct sum of all the components of G½m m K 0 except for H 1 , and let V 1 be the closure of its image in G½m m. This is clearly preserved by the continuous action of GalðK 0 =KÞ; note that all the H i are defined over K. By [Sha] , §3, there exists a quotient group scheme V 0 =V 1 , which is flat and finite over D 0 , and its generic fiber is clearly isomorphic to H 1 . Iterating this process, we construct all the elements of the filtration. r Taking special fibers, we get a filtration of schemes over
Observe that V 2drÀ1 is the special fiber of the vector space scheme V 2drÀ1 over D 0 , whose generic fiber is in turn ðH 2dr Þ K 0 . This is the setup of the end of section 4. 
The last equality is true because the maps j : GalðK 0 =KÞ ! O Ã p =ð1 þ pÞ and i s : GalðK 0 =KÞ ! m qÀ1 ðDÞ are the same by [Ser] , Proposition 3 (note that in that article the Artin reciprocity map is normalized so that uniformizers correspond to arithmetic Frobenius elements). r Lemma 5.2. The cotangent space cotðH F p Þ does not vanish.
Proof. Suppose that cotðH F p Þ ¼ 0. We claim that H F p is étale as a finite group scheme over F p . It su‰ces to prove étaleness at the origin; by translation this will imply étaleness at any F p -point of H F p , and this is enough since the étale locus is open. Let O be the complete local ring of H F p at the origin, and let n be its maximal ideal. Since the cotangent space at the origin vanishes, n ¼ n 2 . But T n n n ¼ 0 since O is noetherian, so n ¼ 0.
Thus O is a finite field extension of F p , hence it is F p itself. This establishes that H F p is étale.
Recall that a group scheme over D 0 is étale if and only if its special fiber is étale. Thus V 2drÀ1 is étale, so as a D 0 -scheme it is a direct sum of a finite number of copies of Spec D 0 ; all finite étale schemes over the strictly henselian ring D 0 are of this form ( [Mil] , I.4). Therefore, the generic fiber
0 is a constant scheme over K 0 . Obviously, GalðK=K 0 Þ acts trivially on HðKÞ, and hence f is a character of level s, giving a contradiction. r
Since y is non-trivial, 0 < c j < p s À 1. We often write k i and c i instead of k pðiÞ and c pðiÞ , for i A Z=2sZ.
We temporarily return to the assumption that y is untwisted.
Lemma 5.3. Suppose that s p is a constituent of Ind Proof. By Proposition 2.7 and Lemma 2.9, we see that GalðK 0 =KÞ acts on J I and J E , and hence on cotðG I Þ and cotðG E Þ, by h jðsÞ À1 ; 1i À1 ¼ h jðsÞ; 1i and h1; jðsÞ À1 i À1 ¼ h1; jðsÞi, respectively.
Recall the description of cotðH F p Þ from the end of the previous section. In particular, we see from (13) that cotðH F p Þ H cotðG½mÞ. Since cotðH F p Þ 3 0 by Lemma 5.2, there must be some i A Z=2sZ such that a 0 iÀ1 > 0 and dX 0 i is a non-trivial element of cotðH F p Þ. Now, cotðG½mÞ ¼ cotðG I ½mÞ l cotðG E ½mÞ. By Lemma 3.15, in F Ã we have h jðsÞ; 1i ¼ 1 and
observe that these are in fact contained in F Ã p 2s . As we saw above, the maps j and i s are the same.
Thus, s can act on dX 0 i either by the character 1 or by: But we know from the discussion preceding (9) that s acts on dX We now apply (10) to determine the a i and hence f. Our analysis splits into four cases.
In this case, (10) tells us that
Recall from Section 4.1 that since our b i 's are only defined modulo p s À 1, we can only determine the set of a i 's modulo the lattice L. However, di¤erent sets of a i equivalent modulo L give the same character f, so this is enough for us. On the other hand, we know that 0 e a 0 i e p s À 1. The latter condition implies that a 0 i ¼ c iþ1 and a i ¼ 0.
This time we see from (10) that:
Let b be the bracketed quantity in the bottom line of the displayed expression. Observe that 0 < b < p s À 1. We must have a 
Therefore, there are again two possibilities in all cases, namely
The following lemma shows that we may assume without loss of generality that fb i ; b iþs g ¼ f0; c pðiÞ g for each i; this assumption will not change the set of possible characters f that we obtain. We will write the collections of a i 's as vectors: a ¼ ða 0 ; a 1 ; . . . ; a 2sÀ1 Þ, and similarly for the b i 's. We say that a is associated to b if these collections of a i and b i satisfy (10) for each i. Proof. We prove this by brute force; see [Sch2] , Lemma 3.2 for a more conceptual, but essentially equivalent, argument. Let m i ¼ a i þ a iþs À ðk iþ1 À 1Þ. By Lemma 5.1, m ¼ ðm 0 ; . . . ; m 2sÀ1 Þ A L. Furthermore, the computations above show that, for all i, jm i j e k iþ1 À 1 e p. Hence each m i must be one of 0, G1, Gðp À 1Þ, or Gp. Case 1. Assume first that fb i ; b iþs g ¼ f0; c i g holds for at least one index i. If it is true for all i, we are done. Otherwise, for some i we have fb iþ1 ; b iþsþ1 g ¼ f0; c iþ1 g, whereas fb i ; b iþs g is f0; 0g or fc i ; c i g. We will construct a vectorb b such that fb b k ;b b kþs g ¼ f0; c k g for all k such that fb k ; b kþs g ¼ f0; c k g and fb b i ;b b iþs g ¼ f0; c i g, and anã a associated tob b such that a Àã a A L. Iterating this process, we can constructb b andâ a as required.
One considers a number of cases; we give an example of one. Assume that b iþ1 ¼ 0 and b iþsþ1 ¼ c iþ1 , and consider the case b i ¼ b iþs ¼ 0. Then a i A f0; 1g and a iþs ¼ 0. Observe that m iþ1 A fÀ1; 0; 1g, and hence m i A f0;Gpg. Hence either k iþ1 ¼ 2 and a i ¼ 1, or k iþ1 ¼ p þ 1 and a i ¼ 0.
clearly a Àã a A L. In either case,ã a is associated tob b.
Case 2. Now suppose that b i ¼ b iþs for all i. Observe that for some i one of the following holds, since otherwise f would be a character of level s: Then defineâ a k ¼ a k for k A fi þ s þ 1; . . . ; i þ 2s À 1g,â a k ¼ ðk kþ1 À 1Þ À a k for k A fi þ 1; . . . ; i þ s À 1g, and ðâ a i ;â a iþs Þ ¼ ð0; k iþ1 À 1Þ (resp. ðâ a i ;â a iþs Þ ¼ ðk iþ1 ; 0Þ) if a i ¼ 0 (resp. a i ¼ k iþ1 À 1). The construction for m 3 0 is similar. r
We will now assume that fb i ; b iþs g ¼ f0; c i g for all i. In this situation, the condition m A L implies that m ¼ 0, so we have a i þ a iþs ¼ k iþ1 À 1 for all i.
Proposition 5.5. Let r : GalðF =F Þ ! GL 2 ðF p Þ be such that rj G p is irreducible and r is modular of weight s such that s p is a constituent of Ind Proof. Let FðyÞ be the set of all characters f of the form in the above statement. Any f A FðyÞ is specified by the data ðS; e j Þ, where S H I and for each j A Z=sZ, e j is a bijection of sets e j : p À1 ð jÞ ¼ f j; j þ sg ! fct t j ; ct t 0 j g (think of the elements of the latter set as symbols). As usual, we write e i instead of e pðiÞ for i A Z=2sZ. Conversely, such data give rise to the character f ¼ Q It is clear that every f A FðyÞ is described in this way, although di¤erent data may produce the same f. The bijections e i correspond to the choice of which of s i , s iþs ist t i and which is t t 
&
Obviously o gives a bijection between data defining elements of FðyÞ and data defining elements of WðyÞ. One verifies that ðS; e i Þ and oðS; e i Þ give rise to the same f, and hence FðyÞ ¼ WðyÞ. r
